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1\ Picture 0f
The erucified ehrist
In the chapel of a European church there
hung a picture of the suffering Saviour. The
unknown artist, with a great heart of love and
compassion, had done his utmost to fill the
picture with love, love, love. The picture
seemed to say, "Behold, how he loved you."
At the bottom of the painting the artist had
inscribed these words:
'' All this I did for theeWhat hast thou done for me?''
One day there entered the chapel a young
nobleman, richly clad, walking jauntily,
swinging a cane. He made his care-free way
through the chapel until he came to the picture
of the crucified Christ. His eye saw what the
artist had intended: the love and concern of
the Son of God for his children; then his gaze
fell to the bottom of the picture, and he pondered the words:
''All this I did for theeWhat hast thou done for me?"
The visitor stood before the picture, spellbound, drinking in its beauty, fascinated by
its meaning, compelled by its appeal. The
minutes lengthened into hours, and still he
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"I gave
my life

what

for thee ...
given
me?"

stood before the picture. At last, the rays of the
setting sun fell through the stained glass
window upon the bowed form of Count Zinzendorf, weeping and sobbing out his devotion
to the crucified Christ. From that experience
the Saxon nobleman went out to live a life devoted to the Saviour of men.
Ought not this be the natural response to
the love of the Christ of the Cross? May we
turn our eyes upon Jesus, and consider well
the question:
'' All this I did for theeWhat hast thou done for me?"
BULLETIN
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From The
Editor ...
Problems! Is anyone immune? Surely
not. To some degree they are the common lot of all mankind. Sometimes we
may feel as Job that ''Man that is born
of woman is of few days and full of
I
trouble." (Job 14:1).
I
What shall we do about them? Shall
we allow them to hold us back, make us
miserable and mar the abundant life
which Christ died to give us? (John
10:10).
No! There is a far better way of viewing troubles. •'My brothers and sisters,
you should be very happy when you
I
experience many kinds of troubles,
because you know that the testing of
your faith will develop more endurance.
Endure, so that your actions will be
truly complete. Then you will be
mature. You will have everything; you
I
will need nothing.'' (James 1:2-4).
I
Rejoice because we are experiencing
trials
and troubles? Sound strange?
1
Surely it does. But when we see the end
result we understand. Trials and
troubles develop endurance. EndurI

ance results in Christian maturity.
So rejoice, be very happy. You are going
to become a stronger, more mature
Christian because of them.

I
'

I

If you have submitted an item for our
regular feature "It Really Happened"
you may wonder why yours has not
appeared. Of course, we can't use every
item submitted. We must be selective.
But the probable reason yours has not
appeared is that we have quite a backlog of items. Since we use only one per
month it takes time to get around to all
of them. But please keep sending them.
And remember we give a six-month's
subscription or a six-month's renewal
for those we use.
Renewals continue to come in very
well. This past month has been especially exciting in that so many who renewed
their subscriptions also subscribed for
others. This is very encouraging to us
and we sincerely appreciate it. It lets
us know you profit from our paper and
believe others will also. Thank you
again.
"Rejoice in the Lord alway; and again
I say, Rejoice. '' (Phil. 4:4).

I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

-JMS

I

I
I

Discouragement

wheels from rollerskates. And with 2 wooden
blocks ... one in each hand ... he propelled himself and raised his body ... on a skateboard up
a five inch rise at the curb.

I remember reading a comment by Dale
Carnegie about a friend of his in Webb City,
Missouri. He lost everything back during the
depression. He'd lost his fight ... and lost
his faith.

And the man ... missing both legs .. .looked
up at this discourag~d man and said, "Good
day ... Sir .. .lt's a wonderful day ... isn't it?"

And he's walking down the street trying to
conjure up enough courage to ask a loan of the
bank that he was perfectly confident the bank
would turn down.
As he stepped to the curb ... here came a
man on a skateboard ... crudely made ... with
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And he said: "I looked down at that man ...
he had no legs .. .I had both of mine. I suddenly
felt very wealthy!''
"WHO SHALL SEPARATE US FROM THE
LOVE OF CHRIST?"
Bob Clardy
via Auburn, AL
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·'/have enjoyed Bulletin Digest so much
this past year. I pass it on to friends to
~ read after I finish reading it. I would
!.'!§ like for you to send subscriptions
to
~ two friends. Their names are ____
,
I.'! / want my subscription
renewed. ••
~ Mrs. Max P. Johnston, Nashville, TN.
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DO~T BE AFRAIDTO ASK!
William Barclay in his commentary on
Matthew, observes that the Jewish said the
loveliest things about prayer:
"God is as near to His creatures as
the ear to the mouth.''
"Human beings can hardly hear two
people talking at once, but God, if all the
world calls to Him at one time, hears
their cry."
''A man-is annoyed by beingworried by
the requests of his friends, but with God,
all the time a man puts his needs and
requests before Him; God loves him all
the more.
The Greek language captures a meaning in
this passage which is all too often lost when
translated to English. The present imperative
is employed and has Jesus insisting: "Go on
asking, go on seeking; go on knocking. •• For

~ts;%

;;;~~:~nfh!h;JLi°ir?:/~~~i:t;
So, here is one more church from
Oklahoma that receives your Digest and
provides you with a monthly bulletin of
our own! Having looked over your publication, I am impressed.
Your special
features are extra nice. Keep up the
good work! I would like to receive all
the back issues. I will order them at
a later date. Thanks for making them
available, too. '· Ronald V. Bell, Bethany, OK.
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''/ really appreciate the ''Digest'·.
I
use it in every class I teach (adults).
It's a big help and the material is often
requested after I use it." Phil T. Southall, Ft. Worth, TX.
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some reason, perhaps known only to God, we
must not cease praying because the first
prayer has been offered.
•
Paul was annoyed by a "thorn in the flesh."
He·says he besought God three times concerning its removal before receiving a final word
from his Father. Even when His ultimate
answer isn't the one we had desired, still the
blessing of having communed with Him in
prayer so often and so earnestly is more than
sufficient. The Bible makes it quite clear
that as a Father, God wants His children to
ask His guidance and seek His blessings! .
One day a small boy tried to lift a heavy
stone, but couldn't budge it. His father, watching, finally said, "Are you sure you're using
A LL your strength?''
"Yes, I am!" the boy cried.
"No, you're not," said the father.
haven't asked me to help you."

"You

Julian W. Goodpaster
Preston Rd. Bulletin
Dallas, TX
BULLETIN DIGEST
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Living It Down
Who comes to your mind when I mention,
"Judas?" Probably you think of the treacherous, conniving, thieving betrayer of the Lord.
Truly, he is known for what he did. Yet in the
New Testament, there are at least six other
men named •'Judas. '' They are largely unknown because of the actions of Judas Iscariot.
One of them was chosen as a representative
to carry the message from Jerusalem meeting
on circumcision to Antioch. (Acts 15:22)
Another was the half-brother of Jesus Christi
(Mark 6:3) How amazing that one evil deed by
one man can cover up the good done by many
others.
Someone has said that the problem with
"living it up" is that later you have to try to
"live it down." We all need to realize how
fragile is one's reputation. A Christian should
be especially concerned since his reputation is
the medium of his influence for good.
One wrong choice can forever ruin a lifetime
of honesty and service. On the Revolutionary
battlefield at Saratoge, N.Y. stands the statue
of a boot. It is a monument to the bravery and
leadership of one general. Yet his name is not
on the monument. His name was-Benedict
Arnold. The life of one of the war's most
brilliant and effective men is forever besmirched by his one act of treachery.

caught stealing sheep. As was the punishment
then, both were branded on the forehead with
the letters "ST" for "Sheep thief." One man
was so stricken with anguish, he became a
hermit and soon died. The other determined to
live as good a life as possible and eventually
became one of the community's most valuable
citizens. When he died many years later,
someone asked, "What did the letters
'ST' stand for on his forehead?" One replied,
"I don't know, they probably stood for
'saint'."
Ancil Jenkins
University Bulletin
Albuquerque, NM
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DUTY MAKES
us DO THINGS WELL,
BUT LOVE MAKES US
DO THINGS
BEAUTIFULLY.
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ARETHINGSALWAYSASTHEY
SEEM?

As well, one act can create circumstances
that are unchangeable. Esau sold his birthright in one moment of hunger. This was forever lost, although he later sought to get it
back, even with tears. (Hebrews 12:17)

A farmer was driving along a winding road
and had to stop short to avoid being hit by a
woman who was coming around a curve on the
wrong side of the road.

Can one's good name be won back? Forgiveness is possible with God since His grace and
mercy are boundless. If we would receive forgiveness, we also must forgive others. It is
possible to regain one's reputation but it is
not easy.

Before he could yell at her, she stuck her
head out of the window and shouted, "Pig!"
Furious, he yelled back, "OLD SOWi" and
began driving on. Rounding the curve, he
slammed on his brakes. There in the middle of
the road, stood the largest pig he'd ever seen.

There is an old story of two men who were

via Stuart, FL
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Ladder
er
Laber
As Americans, we have a natural inclination
to stress productivity and achievement. The
headlines proclaim bold statements
like
•'GNP rises 1.3%" or "Industrial Output Rises
Last Quarter". Sometimes it seems like we
may be obsessed with the preoccupation to
produce,produce,produce!
Unfortunately, this same mind set has
trickled into the church. The people we honor
are often only those with the "flashy records".
We glorify the church which converts 200
people in a year, or the fund raising project
that breaks $100,000.00, or the individual who
has the '' golden tongued gift of oratory'' as a
Bible class teacher. All of these accomplishments are good and should be commended,
but w.liat about the Bible school worker who
tries to keep the workroom and teaching
materials neat and in proper order (an impossible task), or the volunteer who helps to
get the bulletin mailed, or the couple who picks
up riders on their way to church week after
week after week? In God's eyes all of these
roles are essential. It's not how high on the
ladder of productivity that you go that is important to God-it's how hard you are willing
to labor for the Master.
Paul dealt with this concern in a beautiful
way in I Corinthians 3:8. He wrote, •'The man
who plants and the man who waters have one
purpose, and each shall be rewarded according
to his own labor. ••
Start today to make your goal for God a
desire to labor for Him regardless of the praise,
or results.
Kregg Hood
BULLETlN
~ ··: .~
via Chattanooga Valley Bulletin
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Flinestone, GA

STRONG AS AN AX HANDLE
"He that walketh righteously, and speaketh
uprightly; ... He should dwell on high ... "
(Isaiah 33:15,16)

An elderly gentleman asked a young boy to
accompany him to the woods to cut down some
hickory trees to make ax handles. They soon
came to a cluster of young timber and the boy
suggested they start chopping. ''These trees
will make good ax handles, won't they?" he
asked excitedly.
The old man said, ''These trees in the lowlands have been sheltered from the storms
which rage higher up. Let's go to the heights
where the saplings have been rocked back and
forth by fierce winds. Those trees have been
hardened by the tempest and they will make
much stronger ax handles I''
The winds of testing and trial in this life are
not meant to make us sin; they are designed to
enable us to conquer sin. They are not intended
to make us bad, but rather good. They are not
for the purpose of weakening us, but that we
might emerge stronger and finer and purer
from the ordeal. Temptation is not the penalty
of being a man; it is the glory of being a man.
It is the test which comes to a man whom GOD
wishes to use.
The attitude that we manifest toward the
temptations that come our way makes all the
difference in the world. If we view these testing
periods as challenges rather than depressants,
we can face them more militantly. We can see
the great working of GOD seeking to lift us to
greater heights.
·•••

LLL"rIN
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Kerry Knight
Houston, TX
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR Bl BLE?
Quite often we hear a statement that sounds like Scripture, and it isn't. Take a test of
the following list of 28 questions, some Biblical, some not, and check the ones you feel
are Bible passages. After you have checked them all you will find the answers on
page 22.
___
1. All men are created equal.
TEST
___
2. An idle mind is the devil's workshop.
17\--___
3. Spare the rod and spoil the child.
~-....-___
4. Give the devil his due.
___
5. God's mill grinds slow but sure.
___
6. Blood is thicker than water.
___
7. Lord, what fools these mortals are.
___
8. The time is out of joint.
___
9. Bread is the staff of life.
___ 10. Familiarity breeds contempt.
___ 11. God moves in mysterious ways His wonders to perform.
___ 12. God helps those who help themselves.
___ 13. To err is human, to forgive is divine.
___ 14. Charity begins at home.
__
15. All's well that ends well.
___ 16. As you make your bed, you must lie in it.
___ 17. Beauty is only skin deep.
___ 18. Sweet are the uses of adversity.
___ 19. The gift without the giver is bare.
_ ____..20.
Better half a loaf than no bread.
___ 21. United we stand, divided we fall.
___ 22. A liar will not be believed even when he speaks the truth.
__ ___..,23.
There is none so blind as those who will not see.
__ ___...24.
Confession is good for the soul.
--~25.
Honesty is the best policy.
__ __..26.
Neither a borrower or a lender be.
_ ____..27.
I am escaped by the skin of my teeth.
__ __..28.
Stolen waters are sweet.
via Sulphur, LA

It ~~BEARS" Repeating!
The devil is perfectly willing for a person to profess Christianity as
long as he doesn't practice it.
Our spirituality can be compared to an airplane ride-the
we rise, the smaller things on earth become.

JULY 1983
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HOMEWORK?
Do you remember the thrill you experienced
when your Sunday School teacher gave you a
card with the following Sunday's lesson on one
side and a Biblical scene on the other? Then as
you were promoted to a higher class your
teacher gave each member of the class a leaflet
on which Bible lessons were printed. From that
you went into a study of a series of lessons with
a specific theme for the quarter. With each of
these you had something to carry home and
homework was encouraged. Mothers and
fathers knew what their child was studying.
How many of you know today what Sunday
School material your child is studying?
What has happened to homework assignment in Bible school? Can we not parallel the
demise of homework assignments with conditions as they exist in public schools throughout
the U.S.? Recently, the National Commission
on Excellence in Education recited a litany of
negative statistics, including the precipitous
drop in scholastic aptitude test scores for the
period 1963-1980. Isn't that about the time
homework assignments in public schools
dropped, along with the implementation of
dilut~ and diffused high school curricula?
One of the recommendations of the Commission was that teachers assign high school
students ''far more material than is now the
case''. If such a practice will help our students
in school to become less functionally illiterate,
will not the same practice make our Bible
students more knowledgeable of the scriptures?
Paul instructed young Timothy in II Timothy
2:15 to "study to shew thyself approved unto
God .... "
The story I hear is "If we give them their
books, they will just lose them". Well, what if
they do? We will replace them! This will provide an opportunity to teach "responsibility"
and the importance of taking care of God's
property.
In Eph. 6:4, we are instructed to "Bring
them (our children) up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord. ' '

Teachers and parents, let us JOtn together
in an effort to stop the deterioration of fundamentalism by encouraging our pupils and
children to sp~nd more time in studying their
Bibles and bible-centered lessons.

BULLETIN
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Milton Kizer
Darbey Drive Bulletin
Florence, AL
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It R eal/y Happened

~
~

Rick Laing of Stanton, Texas writes: "I
really love the Bulletin Digest. The articles
are great and the artwork superb. I received ~
mine thru a gift and appreciate It.'' We appreciate these kind words from Rick and also
the Interesting true story he sent for this
feature. Here It 11:
~

~

~

~
~
~~

. . .

"A preacher friend of mine, Alan Hadfield,
was working with a small congregation in
Salisbury, Rhodesia. The local men had a
business meeting
comprised
of
Alan ~
plus three others. At the close of business,
Alan was asked to lead a prayer. During the
prayer, one brother fainted; but was fortun- ~
ately caught by the other two who were obviously quick to react. Because of their deep
respect for God, and not wishing to Interrupt
a prayer, they silently carried him out to ~
another room and laid him down.
Meanwhile, Alan finished the prayer oblivious of their quiet departure, and upon
opening his eyes, and discovering them gone,
exclaimed, "The Lord has come and taken
them and I'm the only one left!"

~►,c~
►
◄~-.

~
~b►

Share with us some amusing or embarrassing incident of a religious nature and if we
print it we"II give you a six-month's subscription to BULLETIN DIGEST or. if you
are already a subscriber. a six-month's
extension. Send all items to: BULLETIN
DIGEST. N.E. Star Route, Box 29A.
Anselmo, NE 68813
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~
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A
Family

A family is a colony of heavenly bliss ...
right here on earth.
Relate all of this to Paul's statement in
I Tim. 3:15 which says the church is "the
family of God".
Richard Rogers
via Hays, KS

Warmth when the world is cold ... safety
when the world is hostile ... A place of love in a
world of hate ... a place of light in the midst
of darkness ...
This is a family ... A family is many things ...
It is love around the table or in front of the
fireplace .. .it is devotion sitting on a pew
together ... A mother singing as she is preparing supper ... father happily playing with
laughing children.
A family is a yell squad when victory is
won ... a place of understanding and starting
over when a defeat must be endured.
It is a very private organization only bonafide
members are allowed in ... As a poet said
"All of us are we ... and every one else i~
they.'' It is held together with the glue of
love and the cement of mutual respect.
The family is a shelter from the storm ... a
safe and friendly part when the waves of life
become too wild. No person is ever alone if
he is a member of a family.
The smile of a mother ... the robust laughter
of a father ... the giggle of daughters ... the
shouts of sons ... that's a family.
They may taunt one another ... they may
fight, fuss and bicker among each other ... but,
when trouble threatens from outside forces
instantly the ranks close and the troops unit;
against the common foe.
A family is all of these things ... but, most
of al~, a family is a group of human beings
workmg together to build something beautiful
and lasting.
JULY 1983

WE ARE JUST CHRISTIANS
Enemies of the Church of our Lord have
always endeavored to "denominate" us-to
give us a name that would characterize us as
another sect among sects. Tertullus, a Roman
orator employed as a prosecuting attorney
against the apostle Paul by the Jews, called
the church the "sect of the Nazarenes." Paul
denied that the church was a sect (Acts 24:5,
14). The Roman Jews referred to the church
as a "sect" also (Acts 28:22). Misnomers have
ever been hurled, but we refuse all names but
the divine name.
Various designations of Christians in the
New Testament simply reflect different aspects
of the Christian's life. If a Christian is viewed
as a learner of Christ, he is a disciple (Acts
9:1). If he is viewed as a worker for the Lord
he is a servant of Christ (Rom. 6:22). When ;
Christian is seen in battle against error, he is
a soldier of Christ (II Tim. 2:3). Christians were
often referred to as saints, which reflects the
character of those who are set apart for God's
service (Eph. 6:18). We are called children
when our relation to God is considered (Rom.
8:17). With respect to our relation to each other
in Christ, we are called brethren (Rom. 12:1).
And, w_henwe are viewed in our relationship
to Christ, we are Christians (Acts 11:26;
I Pet. 4:16). Never are Christians pictured
by New Testament writers with any designation that would indicate that we are followers of
men, or creeds, or ordinances, or forms of
church government-we
are followers of
Christ-just Christians.
Harold Hazelip
via Airline Dr. Bulletin
Bossier City, LA
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but his five brothers would have rejected it
(Luke 16:19-31).

EPITAPHS

Here Lies
John A. Christian

Asleep In Jesus

The epitaph of the Christian woman Dorcas
could pay tribute to her as "Full of Good
Works." (Acts 9:39-41). The apostle Paul's
could read, "I am Ready" (II Tim. 4:6-8).
How would your's read-truthfully?
BULLETIN
DIGEST

Most tombstones have some kind of inscription in addition to the name and dates of
birth and death. Often we see, "Gone but not
Forgotten," "Asleep in Jesus," or "A Loving
Mother.'' On a stone in Michigan a few years
ago we saw the words, "Just a Clod." We
heard that on the tombstone of a hypochondriac was the inscription, "I Told You I Was
Sick!" Usually an epitaph is complimentary,
although not necessarily true.
An imaginary cemetary containing the tombs
of Bible characters could present some interesting epitaphs.
The epitaph of Abel might well read, ''Dead,
Yet Speaks." (Hebrews 11:4). His example of
faith i_!lworship speaks to us even today. On
Abraham's tombs many things would be
appropriate, but "Friend of God" would
summarize his life (James 2:23). King David
could be described as "A Man After God's
Own Heart" (Acts 13:22).
A tragic inscription could be written on the
grave marker of Jehoram, king of Judah.
"He Departed Without Being Desired"
summarizes the wicked life he lived (II Chron.
21 :20). A rich man in Jesus' parable in Luke
12:16-21 would not have had on his tomb the
words, "A Fool," but they would have been
very appropriate. One word could have been
on the tomb of Felix, the word "Later" reflecting his desire for '' a more convenient
season" to hear the gospel. Agrippa's grave
could be identified by the words, '' Almost
Persuaded" (Acts 26:28). Did you ever see an
inscription reading, "In Hell?" This would
have been suitable for a certain rich man
'

James D. Burns
Woodriver, IL

HOW TO BECOME RICH
You may give until you are rich and you may
keep until you are poor. It matters not what the
wealth may be-material
substance, mental
skill, physical skill, intellectual attainment, or
business sagacity. It becomes unhallowed
power when you attach your own label and
erase the name of God.
You can never see life in the radiant glow
of its greatness, its dignity, and its privilege
until you recognize it as stewardship before
God. Life itself is but the individual stewardship of time.
Our age is troubled because we have become
better off without being any better. We live our
lives on the cafeteria plan: self-service only.
The work of the church is hampered by a surplus of bystanders and a shortage of standbys.
The greatest cemetery is one where used
talents are buried. Less "tele" and more
"vision" would help. YOU are honored by
God with His image. Christ has come to save
you. To be wealthy, be willing to be wasted
for the Lord. Remember life's heaviest burden
is to have nothing worthwhile to carry.
"It is not what we take up but what we
GIVE up, that makes us rich."
Virgil R. Trout
via Airline Dr. Bulletin
Bossier City, LA
BULLETIN DIGEST
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TheGirlWith
a BagofBooks
A few years back I drove a school bus for the
Collinsville, Oklahoma School District. There
was a fence around Washington School separating the school ground from the street. Each
bus had a place to park in the street next to
the walk way. The children had to walk through
the gate to get off the school ground, and then
up the walk way to get on their buses. At one
time, and for some unknown reason, next to
my bus a separation had been made in the
fence just wide enough for a child to squeeze
through. As I was waiting for the children to
come and get on the bus, I saw one little girl
with a bag of books on her back running to
this opening in the fence. She wanted to take
a short cut to the bus by coming through the
fence's opening. She made two or three efforts
to get through, but was unable to do so with the
pack on her back. She quickly pulled the bag
off her back and squeezed through the opening, pulling the bag of books through after
her, and then came on to the bus. She was
able to get through only when she took off the
excess baggage.
The above account reminded me of Jesus'
statement in Matthew 7:13-14. He said,
''Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is
the gate and broad is the way, that /eadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in
thereat: Because strait is the gate, and na"ow
is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it. ''
The word "strait" means "narrow from
obstacles standing close about" (Strong's
Exhaustive Concordance). It shows that the
gate is difficult to be entered. We must enter,
but the entering requires an effort, a struggle
on our part. Jesus said, "Strive to enter in
at the strait gate .... " (Lk. 13:24). Strive means
"to struggle" (Thayer). It means "to agonize."
JULY 1983

This "strait gate" is wide enough to include
all who obey the Lord (Rev. 22:14), and narrow
enough to exclude the disobedient (Rev.
21 :27).
Just as the little girl had to strip from her
back the bag of books, and get down and
squeeze in close before she could get through
the opening in the fence, so man must strip
himself of all excess baggage of sin before he
can enter the ''strait gate.''
Vance Smith
Oologah, OK

REJOICING
The apostle Paul wrote in Philippians 4:4,
•'Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say,
Rejoice" (American Standard Version). In
this verse, we find three important points
concerning rejoicing for the Christian.
First, the command to rejoice is limited.
•'Rejoice in the Lord. '' This is where true and
lasting happiness will only be found. We can
never expect to find happiness in riches,
knowledge, or prestige. Happiness can only
be found in the Lord.
Second, the command to rejoice is perpetual.
"Rejoice in the Lord always. " In II Thess.
5:16 we read, "Rejoice evermore." When
times seem rough, when we are under a lot
of pressure and strain, when it seems like it
might be easier to give up, we can still rejoice!
If our trust is in the Lord, we know that he will
always be with us (Matthew 28:20).
Third, the command to rejoice is emphasized. ''Rejoice in the Lord always: again I
will say, Rejoice. '' Anytime the Bible says
something twice it is important, but anytime
something is said this close together, it is
emphatically important. The repetition of
this command carries at least two implications:
It is worth repeating and we are often disposed
to do the exact opposite.
Let us strive to live everyday rejoicing!
Bruce Ligon
via Dickson, TN
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SCRAPS
"Honor the Lord with thy substance, and
with the firstfruits of all thine increase. ''
Prov. 3:9

I remember the story of a little boy who was
given two nickels, one for the Lord on Sunday
and one for some candy. The little lad put the
nickels on the mantel and went out to play.
When he returned, one of the nickels was
gone. He thought to himself, "Oh my, I've
lost the Lord's nickel."
Isn't that the way it usually is with so many
of us? When we have all our needs and all
our wants taken care of, the Lord gets what is
remaining. Who wants leftovers? Frankly, I
don't believe God will settle for scraps.
Children of God must learn to give the best
and the first of all that they possess. When
checks must be written, write the Lord's
check first. When time must be accounted for
account for the Lord's time first. When talent~
are U.st!d,use them for the Lord's work first.
God desires the cream from our lives and not
just the few drops of sour milk left over after
the bottle has been drained.
Steven Clark Goad
via Flint, MI

WHEN WILL I NEXT ASSEMBLE
WITH THE SAINTS?
We are rushing toward our appointment
with the Creator. The speed with which that
appointment approaches seems to increase in
direct proportion to the amount of time we
have already spent on earth. Whether that final
appointment is precipitated by our own demise, or by the sudden return of the Lord and
the end of the world, the event is well described as coming ''quickly··, (Rev. 22: 12).

fallen short of some of our personal goals and
ambitions, too. But it is more than I can
stand to contemplate rejection by the Lord at
that final appointment. I may miss everything
else in life, but I cannot and will not resign
myself to missing eternal life in heaven. I
can stand anything else, but not that! I need all
the help I can get to prepare for that appointment, and I intend to utilize every advantage
offered me. That is one of the reasons why I
have never considered assembling with
Christ's disciples a burden. I feel better when
I assemble with God's people. I have a better
self-image, I am happier and more content,
and easier to get along with. I find myself more
disposed toward what is right, and better prepared to resist evil. I don't like to miss an
assembly even when I am not feeling good.
I know I am going to feel better afterward.
One day in the not-too-distant future, certainly not more than a few decades, I will
assemble with the saints on earth for the last
time. In all probability when I meet with them
that last time, I will not know it is my last
meeting. Perhaps I will suffer a fatal accident;
maybe the Lord will return; or I may just
simply not feel well enough to attend services
one day, expecting to feel better in a few days.
I can't think of anything so thrilling or so
reassuring as the thought that when I keep my
appointment with the Lord in eternity, I shall
have just come fresh from meeting with Him
and His people on earth.
Keith Robinson
via White Rock Bulletin
Dallas, TX

DO UNTO OTHERS
AS THOUGH YOU WERE
THE "OTHERS"

Most have had disappointments in life,
perhaps devastating ones. We may have

BULLETIN DIGEST
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WHY MEMORIZE
SCRIPTURE?
1. Because we love the word. Our attitude
must be like the Psalmist of old, when he said,
•'/ will delight myself in thy statutes: I will not
forget thy word.·· (Psalms 119:16).

2. Because we must be ready. Peter said,
•'But sanctify in your hearts Christ as Lord:
being ready always to give answer to every
man that asketh you a reason concerning the
hope that is in you." (I Pet. 3:15). Many times
the need for answers will come when we do not
have our Bibles with us. Because you have
memorized verses, you may be able to give
answers right on the spot.
3. Because it will keep us from sin. Again
the Psalmist is our example, when he said,
•'Thy word have I laid up in my heart, that I
might not sin against thee." (Psalms 119:11).
If we have the word in our hearts, it will help
us to recognize Satan's traps.
4. Because it will help us maintain our
salvation. Paul said, "Moreover brethren, I
declared unto you the gospel which I preached
unto you, which also ye have received, by
which also ye are saved, if ye keep in memory
what I preached unto you." (I Cor. 15:1,2).
S. Because

it will give you

confidence.

6. Because of the discipline. It takes hard
work to memorize Scripture. Many people
avoid perpetual memory work because they do
not like the work, or they cannot discipline
themselves to do it.

)
)

7. Because it will influence others. Many
people have been motivated to begin memory
work programs because of a '' Scripturequoting preacher or Bible class teacher". We
must not, however, confuse this with pride or
showing off! This would be sinful and out of
place for the child of God.
J.J. Turner
via Southwest Bulletin
Ada, OK
JULY 1983
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LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
A gospel meeting was held a few years ago
in Kingly, England. A dedicated Christian
business man decided to send an invitation to
each person on his customer mailing list. It
was only after he had addressed and stamped a
card that he realized the addressee was the
president of the city's most prominent denomination-a very UNLIKELY person to attend
the meeting.

The card was mailed anyway. To the surprise
of all, the president came. His wife came, and
with them was the church treasurer and his
wife. (The treasurer had been a member of
the local denomination for forty-six yearsthere would be no changing him I)
Mrs. Cotteral, wife of the president, was the
first to obey the gospel. A couple of nights
later the other three responded, and were
baptized into Christ. The treasurer's sister
refused even to speak to him. She called him
a "deserter".
In time, curiosity got the best of the sister.
She decided to attend and see for herself
what had "captured and converted" her
brother. She attended with her teenage
daughter. They were both baptized. Later a
married son and his wife were also baptized.
Nine people obeyed the gospel because one
little card was not thrown into the wastebasket!
Little things mean a lot. Never underestimate one word spoken on behalf of Christ.
God's word will not return to Him void.
Harold Poland
Arvada, CO
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AM I BALD?
A man, after years of wearing a moustache,
shaved it off. To his surprise and consternation
few even noticed! This proves people do not
"look at us" like we think they do! It has been
said we would not even recognize ourselves
walking down the street if it were not for our
clothes.
Someone has a scar, big ears, wrinkles,
baldness, etc. I They usually think this is all
people see. When you know a person, love a
person, accept a person, these are not seen.
Even the color of one's skin is forgotten!
Yet toupees, cosmetics, body developers,
sell like crazy. We have the idea if we change a
flaw the world will applaud! But the world is
unaware of the flaw to begin with! Others see
a total personality-not a flaw!

Anselmo, Nebraska 68813

The tragic yet true fact is that people are not
thinking about you-they are thinking about
themselves! So we imagine and worry and fret
and make matters worse. Why ruin a life for
the sake of a flaw? If they don't like you
"fat" would they like you "thin"?
You see-the real flaw is self-personalitycharacter. We worry endlessly and spend a
small fortune to "look attractive" when this
time and money should be better spent on
personality. You don't have to be grouchy,
temperamental, loud, rude, mean, shabby.
But personality will show-even through cosmetics I A really beautiful person shows
through ugliness and handicap I We can all be
beautiful!
Which returns me to our question, "Am I
bald?"
Charles Hodge
r:u-ILl:TIN
~
via Sesser, IL
~~
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LET US RISE UP AND BUILD
Nehemiah 2:18
The Lord has given to every man his work. It
is his business to do it and the devil's business
to hinder him if he can. So sure as God has
given you a work to do, Satan will try to hinder
you. He may present other things more promising. He may allure you by worldly prospects:
he may assault you with slander, torment you
with false accusations, set you to work defending your character, employ pious persons to lie
about you, editors to assail you, and excellent
men to slander you. You may have Pilate and
Herod, Ananias and Caiphas all combine
against you, and Judas standing by ready to
sell you for thirty pieces of silver; and you may
wonder why all these things come upon you.
Can you not see that the whole thing is brought
about through the craft of the devil-to draw
you off from your work and hinder your obedience to God?
Keep about your work. Do not flinch because
the lion roars! Do not stop to stone the devil's
dogs, do not fool away your time chasing the
devil's rabbits. Do your work; let liars lie, let
sectarians quarrel, let editors publish, let the
devil do his worst! But see to it that nothing
hinders you from fulfilling the work that God
has given you. He has not sent you to make
money. He has not commanded you to get
rich. He has never bidden you to defend your
character, nor has he bidden you to contradict
falsehoods about yourself which Satan and his
servants may start to peddle. If you do these
things, you will do nothing else! You will be
at work for yourself and not for the Lord.
Keep about your work. Let your aim be as
steady as a star. Let the world brawl and
bubble. You may be assaulted, wrangled,
insulted, slandered, wounded and rejected;
you may be abused by foes, forsaken by
friends, despised and rejected of men-but
see to it with steadfast determination, with the
unfaltering zeal, that you pursue the great
purpose of your life and the object of your
being, until at last you can say: "I have finished the work which Thou gavest me to do.''
Written about 80 years ago
via Garnett Bulletin
Tulsa, OK
JULY 1983

'' A service station attendant was swarmed with
last minute customers on a holiday weekend.
He shook his head in disgust and said to a
preacher who was in the line, 'It is funny to me
that people always wait until the last minute to
prepare for a trip they know they are going to
take.' 'I know,' said the preacher, 'I have the
same problem in my business'.''
via Foote St. Bulletin
Corinth, MS

OVERCOMING MEDIOCRITY
" .. . I came that they may have life, and have
it abundantly"
(John 10:10).

Mediocrity is a menace today. Too many
have sold out to "Mr. General Average."
Nothing sounds quite as good as the life
offered by mediocrity. We can be mediocre
and still be acceptable and accepted. We can
be content and comfortable, satisfying only the
expectations of the general norm.
I hate mediocrity. I'm almost superstitious
about it. Averages have always bothered me,
as perhaps they have bothered you. Jesus,
God's Son, didn't die on the cross for me to be
mediocre. He didn't purchase mediocre
churches with his blood either.
I read something recently by John H.
Rhoades. You might call it, "Eight Rules
Toward Overcoming Mediocrity'':
1. Do more than exist, live.
2. Do more than touch, feel.
3. Do more than look, observe.
4. Do more than read, absorb.
5. Do more than hear, listen.
6. Do more than listen, understand.
7. Do more than think, ponder.
8. Do more than talk, say something.
Jesus doesn't offer to a prospective disciple
an average life but an ABUNDANT ONE!
BULLETIN~
DIGEST~

Douglas Parsons
via Norfolk, VA
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BALANCED PREACHING
Many of the sermons we are hearing nowadays (and many magazine articles being
written in brotherhood publications) are
sermons (and articles) that are nice little 25minute "sermonettes" that could well be presented at a local civic club, and people would
say, ''That was a nice thought.''
Sin is no longer sin. It is regarded as a
disease of which we are not responsible, or
else, certain actions are not looked upon as
sin at all.
You might have occasionally heard that it
is wrong to commit fornication, but when have
you heard those lustful actions which lead to
fornication denounced? When and where has
it been explained to our young people that
immodest apparel is wrong because it incites
lust? When has it been explained that the
attire presently worn makes mixed swimming
wrong for the same reason?
How long has it been since you heard it
said that dancing is wrong? Even more basic,
how long has it been since you even heard an
indepth study of the Scriptures that relate to
such? And the list could go on and on.
Some of our preachers and teachers are
putting such an emphasis on keeping it
positive, that you hear almost nothing negative
from them. The New Testament has a more
balanced approach. It has at least as much,
maybe more, negative material as positive.
Would you say in hearing 10 lessons that 1/1 of
one of them on what we should not do would be
the New Testament approach? (Acts 20:18-27)
Now, I am aware that there is a danger of
being against everything that is wrong (which
is right) and never replace it with what is right
(which is wrong). For many years I've made it
a practice never to preach against anything
without having something better with which to
replace it (Compare Gal. 5:19-23).
What people want to hear is not always

what they should hear. Preachers need to meet
the needs of the people to whom they preach.
That includes warning them as well as encouraging them (II Tim. 4:2).
Too many are afraid we might "stir up a
fuss." They seem to forget that Jesus was
killed for what He taught. The early Christians were killed, put in prison, and banished
for what they taught. Yet, they taught what
people needed to hear, not what they wanted
to hear.
God give us more preachers who will take a
more balanced approach (and thus Scriptural)
to preaching I
Max Patterson
via Riverside Bulletin
Columbia, TN

THE IMPORTANCEOF

m@~@[ii)~@Diles@
The very fact that the word of God teaches it
makes repentance of supreme importance.
Note that ...
-God commands it (Acts 17:30)
-Jesus commands it (Matt. 4:17)
-Spirit commands it (Rev. 2: 16-17)
-Apostles command it (Acts 3:19;20:21)
-Part of Great Commission (Lk. 24:46-47)
-Judgment is Coming (Acts 17:30-31)
-Essential to Salvation (II Cor. 7:10,
Acts 2:38)
-Essential to Christian Forgiveness
(Acts 8:22)
-God's Gift to Man (Acts 5:31; 11:18)
-Result of God's Goodness (Romans 2:4)
-Causes Joy in Heaven (Luke 15:7,10)
If those reasons cannot convince you of the
importance of repentance, nothing can.
Norm Petersen
Oklahoma City, OK
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You'd Never Believe It!
Asked what he's learned at Sunday School,
the ten-year-old began, "Well, our teacher told
us about when God sent Moses behind the
enemy lines to rescue the Israelites from the
Egyptians. When they came to the Red Sea,
Moses called for the engineers to build a
pontoon bridge. After they had all crossed,
they looked back and saw the Egyptian tanks
coming. Quick as a flash, Moses radioed headquarters on his walkie-talkie to send bombers
to blow up the bridge and save the Israelites.''
"Bobby,"
exclaimed his startled mother,
'' is that Teally the way your teacher told the

BETTER COMMUNICATION
Often couples state that they feel the need to
communicate better with each other; to have
set times to discuss specific subjects; to hear
each other out in order to find out where the
other is coming from, etc. However, they reveal that when they do have, or actually set
aside time for communicating together, they
can't think of specific things to talk about.
The following are a few suggestions to aid
communication. Take turns answering the
questions.
-If
my spouse could change one thing
about me, it would be ...

-How would I like to see my marriage
improve?
-Something
-Three
are ...

that really upsets me is ...

reasons why I married my spouse

-Face
your spouse and complete this
statement: What I appreciate about you is ...
JULY 1983

story?''
"Well, not exactly. But if I told it her way,
you'd never believe it."

Really?
A little boy had been fascinated by the
sermon he had heard on angels. As he was
telling a friend about It they got Into an argument. The little friend Insisted that all angels
had wings, but the boy disagreed.
"It Isn't true," he Insisted, "Our preacher
says that some of them are strangers In underwares."

Surprised?
"How is your wife?" the man asked a friend
he hadn't seen for years.
"She's in heaven."
replied the friend.
"Oh, I'm sorry." Then he realized that was
not the thing to say, so he added, "I mean I'm
glad." And that was even worse. He finally
came out with, "Well, I'm surprised."

-Marriage
disagree?

is a 50-50 proposition. Agree or

-It is wrong for a wife and mother to have
a career. Agree or disagree?
(The list can go on and on. Part of the fun
would be for each spouse to compose his own
list.)

In discussing any issue, question, or problem it's good to draw each other out by using
statements like these:
''Tell me about it.''
"Would you like to talk about it?"
"Tell me more."
"Shoot-I'm listening."
''I want to hear what's bothering you.''
"Let's discuss it."
''This. seems to be very heavy on your
mind."
"I'd be interested in your point of view."
''Help me understand that more clearly."
A verse to guide us in every aspect of
communication: "Let all that you do be done
in love" (I Cor. 16:14).
Robert Wingfield
Sixth & Izard Bulletin
Little Rock, AR
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THE BITTER HEART
You think you got troubles-well
think
again unless you have a BITTER HEART.
In this modern age, we have practically stamped out major diseases. Polio, that dread
malady of a generation ago is practically gone.
T.B. stood for isolation and slow death when I
was a boy, but no more. Operations that used
to be termed serious are routine and that
which once was impossible is now considered
just ordinary.
Yet, there is one dread disease that goes
unchecked. While it is not uncurable, in many
cases it is untreatable. It is the highly complicated disease of the heart called BITTERNESS.
As a rule it comes to the UNFORGIVING
spirit. Forgiveness is a grace and Jesus taught
that those who do not forgive are UNFORGIVEN. It is a personal matter, but forgiveness
is not PERSONAL PROPERTY. I mean by that,
you do not have the right to withhold it when it
is asked for. This grace is given to us, not
only !_9help others who trespass our ways,
but to protect us from the cancer of BITTERNESS from within.
I read a letter the other day that perhaps
says it better than I could ever say it. Read
it-think on it and profit by it.
"I caught my husband making love to
another woman. He swore it would never
happen again. He begged me to forgive him,
but I could not-I would not. I was so bitter
and so incapable of swallowing my pride that
I could think of nothing, but revenge, I was
going to make him pay and pay dearly. I'd
have my pound of flesh.
I filed for divorce even though my children
begged me not to.
Even after the divorce, my husband tried
for two years to win me back. I refused to have
anything to do with him. He struck first and
I was striking back. All I wanted to do was to
make him pay.

Finally he gave up and married a lovely
young widow with a couple of small children.
He began rebuilding his life-WITHOUT ME.
The blackness gripped me. I see them occasionally and he looks so happy-they all do.
And here I am-a lonely old miserable
woman, who allowed her selfish pride and
foolish stubbornness to ruin her life. Unfaithfulness is wrong. Revenge is bad.
But the worst part of all-without
ness bitterness is all that's left.''

forgive'

Jack Exum
via Roseburg, OR

COVER TO COVER- THE Fl NAL 2%
Most of us have heard the expression,
"I've read the Bible 'cover to cover'," or, more
probably, "kiver to kiver!" The expression has
stuck so much that on one of our display
boards that advertised the Simple English
Bible in Kivar (a material trade name), we had
comments that "cover" was misspelled!
Just recently in a "Year of the Bible"
meeting, I learned a new, shocking statistic!
Of the entire American population, only 2%
have ever read any book completely through
from cover to cover! I suppose this excludes
books with pictures only and disqualifies
children. But it does include novels, classics,
good books and bad books. It also includes the
Bible!
We are a generation of skimmers. Everyth~ng is becoming "lite"-Pepsi
"lite",
"hte" cereal, and, certainly "lite" reading.
It should not surprise us that the man who
skims the instruction manual on the assembly
of a new bicycle will also skim (or not read
at all) his own instruction manual, the Bible!
Are you in the 2%?
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What a high privilege is ours. We are God's
own people, we belong to Him, we are within
His loving care, we are His children. What
marvelous grace that sinners can be cleansed
and favored by God to be His own people,
favored by such closeness to the Father's
affections.

PECULIAR PEOPLE
Have you ever wondered what Paul meant
when he said Christians are to be a "peculiar
people" (Titus 2: 14)?
Some think the expression means not wearing clothing of man-made materials, or with
zippers or buttons. Others think "peculiar"
means you are to be odd or strange acting.
However, none of these above ideas is what
the apostle meant. The word translated
"peculiar" by King James is actually from
from two Greek words: "peri" (around) and
"ousios" (to be). If you can picture a dot within
a circle and then see yourself as that dot and
God's love, concern and providence being the
circle, you have the idea of Paul's teaching in
this passage. The Christian is encircled by
God, we are His own people. We are within the
sphere of God.

Place that dot outside the circle and you have
the sinner's condition. He thinks he is "free",
and he is, but as Paul taught, he is •'free from
righteousness'' (Romans 6:20), he is free from
being God's precious child I
You will observe that more recent translations bring out this meaning: "a people
that are his very own'' (NIV), •'a people to be
His very own" (Williams), "clean for his
very own'' (The Simple English Bible).
Stanley Lockhart
Westbury Bulletin
Houston, TX

BUMPER STICKERSYou'LL

TAKE PRIDE HAVING ON YOUR CAR

At our Bookshelf we have added facilities for making BUMPER STICKERS. Now you
can put a sticker on your car and know you're getting across a worthwhile message.
These are good quality, vinyl stickers, measuring 4" by 15". $1.50
HOW MANY

THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST SALUTE YOU-ROM. 16:16
__
READ YOUR BIBLE TODAY?
-~PRAYER
CHANGES THINGS
__
CH CH-WHAT'S MISSING?
__
REPENT AND BE BAPTIZED? ACTS 2:38
__
NO ONE FROWNS AT A SMILE
-~HUGGED
YOUR CHILD TODAY?
-~PREPARE
TO MEET THY GOD-AMOS 4:12
-~ADOPTION-THE
LOVINGOPTION
__

Number of stickers ordered ___

Amount enclosed$ ___

BULLETIN DIGEST BOOKSHELF
N.E. Star Rt. Box 29A Anselmo, NE 68813
(Neb. residents add 3½ % sales tax)
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each (we pay postage)
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HOLD THAT TONGUE
THE PRAYER
OF JESUS
ANSWERED
We are likely to say that the prayer for unity
in the church of the living God has never been
fulfilled, but it has. Jesus prayed in the night
before his sacrificial death, ''Neither for these
only do I pray, but for them also that believe
on me through their word; that they may all
be one; even as thou, Father, art in me, and I
in thee, that they also may be in us: that the
world may believe that thou didst send me''
(John 17:20-21).
The church of our Lord had its beginning in
the mind of God, Eph. 3: lOf, but became a
living, spiritual organism endowed by the
Spirit of God on the Pentecost following the
resurrection of Christ. To the initial group of
apostles and disciples of John were added that
day about 3,000 people. These had responded
to the good news of Christ by being baptized
into h1m (Acts 2:37-38). Now read Acts 2:46:
''And day by day, continuing steadfastly with
one accord (that's unity) in the temple ... "
In a very short time the number of Christians
jumped to about 5,000 men, then multitudes
believed, and of them we read this marvelous
statement: ''And the multitude of them that
believed were of one heart and soul: and not
one of them said that ought of the things
which he possessed was his own; but they
had all things common·' (Acts 4:32). Brethren,
that is unity, and at that point in time the
prayer of Jesus was being answered.
Let us all pray to God that the unity of
brethren throughout the whole world may be
restored as it was in old Jerusalem-that
the
world ''may tum from darkness to light and the
power of Satan unto God, that they may receive
remission of sins and an inheritance among
them that are sanctified by faith'' in Jesus
(Acts 26:18).
Virgil Bradford
BULLETIN
via Ashwood Bulletin
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Nashville, TN

''No man can tame the tongue. It is a restless
evil, full of deadly poison'' (James 3:8).

Have you ever had "hoof-in-mouth" disease. Come on now, 'fess up! Haven't you
ever found yourself talking when you should
have been listening? I know I have.
People just naturally tend to "pop-off" at
the wrong times. And what we blurt out in
haste we repent of in leisure.
Sometimes we've just got to add our "twocents worth" to a conversation and it's not
usually worth even that much. By the time
we've filled in a few gaps in our knowledge
with suppositions and gripes, our ''two-cents
worth" has come to a nickel and the last
three cents are bogus.
It is easier to say too much than too little.
But remember: "Even a fool is thought wise
if he keeps silent, and discerning if he holds
his tongue" (Proverbs 17:28).
So let your juicy tidbits and critical comments simmer on the back burner for a while
before you speak. Then do your best to forget
where you left them.
Maybe we should memorize (and practice)
Paul's advice: "Do not let any unwholesome
talk come out of your mouths, but only what is
helpful for building others up according to
their needs, that it may benefit those who
listen. And do not grieve the Holy Spirit of
God, with whom you were sealed for the day of
redemption. Get rid of all bitterness, rage and
anger, brawling and slander, along with every
form of malice. Be kind and compassionate
to one another, forgiving each other, just as
in Christ Godforgave you'' (Eph. 4:29-32).
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Dale Wells
Dimmitt, TX
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"Do you love Me?"

John21:17
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A TRIBUTE TO CHRISTIAN
MOTHERS
It may seem a waste of time now. What do
they get out of the service anyway? .They
only dis.tract the preacher and worry the congregation. All they remember from their
Sunday School class is that Johnny colored
his Jesus all red.
But one day when they walk down the aisle
to give their lives to the Lord, you'll not remember those little tantrums, nor those trips
to the rest room. There will be no more wrinkles in your dress nor crackers in your purse,
and your embarrassment at their behavior
will be replaced with accomplishment and
pride.
Have patience; your steadfastness
devotion to duty will be rewarded.

and

via Tenth Ave. Bulletin
Lakeworth, FL

THE DIAPERS WERE
THE EASY PART
Most parents have no problem remembering
their children's diaper years. More than one
teenager has cringed when Mom began to
reminisce about when Junior was "my little
baby.'' While they were experiencing the
diaper-changing, the two o'clock feedings and
the sleepless nights, these parents never
dreamed they would one day look back on those
days with longing and fondness. But they do!
Why? Because the problems they faced with
infant children have been replaced by problems of their adult children.
Many of them are now facing major decisions of ethical, professional and family
problems. And the parents, perhaps silently,
are agonizing along with their children as these
difficult times make major changes in their
personality and their outlook on life. Will they
succumb to the moral temptations of our
JULY 1983

modern society? Will they stand strong in
the ways of righteousness? So many deep,
mature challenges are forcing them to grow
up so quickly. Oh, if we could just go back
and hold him once again! Just once more see
him as a child again, and calm his fears with a
kiss or a song or a smile. But those days are
gone forever.
To those of you with a child at your bosom,
don't wish that time away. Their success at
solving problems at the age of twenty will be
determined to a great extent by the way you
teach and influence them right now. Their
choice of a husband or wife will be affected
by your example. Take advantage of those
opportunities while their souls are still pliable.
As you bring your children up ''in the
nurture and amonition of the Lord, '' consider
these gems from the book of Proverbs.
. . ''a child left to himself bringeth his mother
shame'· 29: 15
.. ''a wise son makes a glad father, but a
foolish son is the heaviness of his mother''
10:1
.. ''withhold not good from them to whom it
is due, when it is in the power of thine
hand to do it'' 3:27
.. "enter not into the path of the wicked ...
avoid it, pass not by it, tum from it, and
pass away" 4:14-15
.. •'My son, despise not the chastening of the
Lord" 3:11
.. ''a virtuous wife is a crown to her husband" 12:4
.. ''correction is grievous to him that forsaketh the way; and he that hateth reproof
shall die" 15: 10
.. •'the fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom '' 9: 10
•

Train those children-love
those babies,
and the day will come when you are changing
diapers again-your
own grandchildren'sl
And I am told that can be a genuine joy all its
own.
Carl B. Garner
San Marcos, TX
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SOMEONE, JUST ANYONE!
She sat alone in an old peoples' home
Lonely, and old, and gray;
She wished that someone, just anyone,
Would call on her that day.
Did you?
He lay for days on his hospital bed;
The hours were long and hard.
He wished someone, just anyone,
Would send him a cheery card.
Did you?
He was far from home on foreign soil
Feeling homesick, lonely and blue.
He wished that someone, just anyone,
Would write him a letter.
Did you?
She felt a stranger, that little bride;
Her husband with her to church came.
She wished that someone, just anyone,
Would stop and call her name.
Did you?
Her loved one died a few weeks ago;
All sad and broken-hearted she sat.
She wished that someone, just anyone,
Would come to her house and chat.
Did you?
That matter of Christian serviceWe are living it day by day,
When we help someone, just anyone,
As we walk along life's way.
Do you?
via East Hill Bulletin
Pulaski,TN

ANSWERS TO QUIZ ON P.7
Only two of the quotations are from
the Bible. Can you go back and find
them? They are given in Job 19:20 and
Prov. 9:17.

GOOD ADVICE
A farmer whose crop had done poorly decided
to "borrow" a few bushels from a neighbor.
On a dark night the farmer and his eight-year
-old son headed for a distant corner of his neighbor's field, carrying several bushel baskets.
When they reached the fence separating the
two farms, the farmer looked to the right and to
the left, ahead and behind. "Daddy," said the
youngster, "you forgot to look up."
via Stuart, FL

DON'T WAIT TO CARE!
Quite a few years ago, when I was in high
school, a young lady transferred to our school
from another city. I will never forget how lonely
she seemed and how hard she attempted to
make friends. Being new in school, and being
shy, she was rejected by almost everyone. One
day she quietly went home and took her life at
the tender age of fourteen!
Almost the entire school had time to attend
her funeral. We all took time for the funeral
of a dead girl, but not one of us had taken the
time to be a friend to a lonely girl.
We have time for crab grass, jobs, sports,
and a host of semi-important things but so often, we don't have the time to be friend or
brother! Funeral homes are often filled with
the flowers of guilt from those who while loved
ones were living, did not take the time to express loving concern. Care at the graveside is
a hollow and poor substitute for a lifetime of
neglect.
Let's remember to take time NOW to
express that love and concern. The roses of
guilt soon wilt, but buds of expressed devotion
bloom forever.
Floyd C. Johnson
Huntington Park Bulletin
Shreveport, LA
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I MAY BE OLDFASHIONED, BUT...
I still like to hear an audible "amen" by the
men in the congregation after a public prayer.
I still like to hear men use plenty of scripture
when they preach.
I still like to hear a congregation of people
lift their voices when they sing God's praises
together!
I still like to hear the terms, "Brother and
Sister'' used when addressing members of the
body of Christ, instead of "Mr. and Mrs.".
I still like to see people who are so obsessed
with the work of Christ in the community that
they develop a sense of LOYALTY TO THE
HOME CONGREGATION.
I still like to see young people sit at the
front of the building when they come to worship.
DRESS UP YOUR BULLETIN
from BULLETIN DIGEST.

I still like to see youngsters respect and be
polite to their elders.

I still like to hear young people, even teenagers, say "Yes Sir and No Sir" when addressing an adult.
I still like to hear people say, "If God wills"
I will do this or that, suggesting a conscious
realization of their dependence upon Him at
all times.
I still like to see people who ·are so much in
love with Christ and His church that they are
persistent in inviting others to share with
them in the grace of God by participating in
the worship services and Bible classes.
And it still saddens me to see many who are
miserable with their religion, because of a lack
of real commitment.
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·•With us therefore worldly standards have
ceased to count in our estimate of any man•'
(II Corinthians 5: 16).

A businessman finds himself in financial difficulty. Immediately he goes out to buy a
Cadillac and a large diamond ring. Why? To keep the creditors away. He knows that they
will not put the heat on him if he manages to give the impression of wealth and success.
The creditors decide to wait a little longer on their money.
Miss Debutante makes her entrance at the top of the stairs. Her lovely satin gown is
from Paris. Her escort is the son of the President of General Motors. She has just returned
from the finest of finishing schools in the East. Obviously she is a young woman of considerable worth. All of the trappings are there.
The young man in the blue pin-striped suit pulls up to the house in his gleaming white
Porsche. His alligator shoes, so well-polished, catch the light of the evening sun. He adjusts
his Countess Mara tie as he approaches the mansion. He fits in. He's important.
Ms. Scholastic has a very special niche. She possesses a B.A., AND M.A. and a Ph.D.
Two other degrees have been conferred upon her. She is known in her field for several
papers recently published and is now invited all over the country to make speeches at
various colleges and universities.
Such people make a tremendous impression
money they have, their physical attractiveness,
part of the country they come from. We neatly
go on our way. An ugly, poor, uneducated man
rich, educated one.

upon us. We judge them by the amount of
their education, their family name, and the
file away people into various categories and
is not worth nearly as much as a handsome,

How differently the apostle Paul felt. He said, "With us therefore worldly standards have
ceased to count in our estimate of any man. '' Earlier Paul had looked upon Jesus with contempt. Jesus was the son of a carpenter from a small town. His formal education was
severely lacking. He owned no large mansion, had no wealth and was despised by the
religious leaders in power.
But Paul came to see Jesus as the Son of God. Maybe it was this mistake of judging
Jesus by worldly standards which caused Paul to re-think the whole thing and decide that
he would never again judge any man by that kind of standard. Would that we could all do
the same thing.
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